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Kate Griffith:  Hi my name's Kate Doyle Griffith and I'm gonna be having a conversation with 
Jules Joanne Gleeson for The New York City trans oral history project in collaboration with The 
New York Public Libraries community oral history project. This is an Oral History Project 
centered on the experiences of trans identifying people. It's April 10 2019 and this is being 
recorded at Fordham University. OK so hi, Jules. How are you?  
 
Jules Gleeson: Hello I'm doing quite well. I flew in just yesterday so I'm still still settling back 
in.  
 
Griffith:  All right well welcome back to New York. And if you don't mind maybe we can start 
there. Can you tell us a little bit about why you're in New York right now and your sort of 
previous experiences and visits to this city.  
 
Gleeson:  Sure. So this trip is for conference. So I'm attending the historical materialism 
conference this weekend and I arrived. I've arrived a few days early just enjoying myself I 
suppose. Yea my history with New York City extends back to 2014 release. That was the first 
time I visited. And that was a that was a rather fraught time of my life in times of transition. I'm 
originally a Londoner. So I grew up and studied again in London as an adult so. So yeah like in 
the year prior to. Yeah. Prior to 2014 I'd left the country I'd left the United Kingdom for 
Germany. And I was living quite a notorious rather backwater city known as Dresden which is 
the capital of Saxony and I travelled to New York for the first time for work purposes. So I was 
flying  in order to be on my way to Princeton. But, yeah I think I think like the city itself New 
York City itself had left quite a strong impression on me from the first time I arrived here. And 
this was kind of like I suppose the thing about New York City which really the thing about New 
York City was left a strong impression in the first place was that of the scale of the scale of the 
city itself cause,  as a Londoner from a city of 8 million people it has been kind of rare that you 
really get wowed by the sense of like the scale the size of a place previously that had only really 
been achieved by Istanbul but visiting New York City I think it's mostly the scale of the buildings 
like the size of the skyscrapers moving into Manhattan sort of left me kind of rather over-awed 
of yeah there was this sort of palpable sense visiting here for the first time but that sort of any 
one one aspect of it. So as I said like at this point in my life like back in 2014 I was mostly, yeah 
I was mostly closeted I mostly had put my my opportunities to express myself and kind of 
explore my gender in the ways which were available to me in London were mostly not available 
to me where I was exploring like on the new stage of my career is continuing in in dressed and 
that wasn't really kind of like much of a context that would promote like allow for that kind of 
kind of experimentation and the kind of exploration which I wanted to do. Which during this 
trip I didn't really didn't really attempt either like I didn't. That wasn't really that wasn't really 
an aspect of this journey this time around but. Yeah, So that I should continue.. So, in this in 
this journey the during this during this trip the most the thing that the moment I kind of recall 
most clearly of it was visiting a friend of mine by the name of dice who at this time was an NYU 
student. And she's since graduated and was kind of in the process of doing that when I was 
there. But yeah we went out for brunch and after that went out to the Christopher Village Piz 
which I've since discovered like have an interesting history which goes back to 2003 I think 
but— 
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Griffith:  Much longer, but yea  
 
Gleeson: Much longer. Okay.  
 
Gleeson:  But but yeah that's I wasn't really aware of the earlier controversy but at this point 
in time that was quite kind of like just a chilled out environment. And mostly a kind of like a 
very visibly gay dominated space. And this was something I can remember leaving a strong 
impression on me like a strong impact. It's something I remember very vividly. I think especially 
that kind of the kind of open displays of homosexual affection affection between black gay men 
in particular. This is saying which obviously London has always had plenty of but at least with 
my experience of the city like you'd rather go to the kind of events that stuff was taking place 
like the Pashman scene and so on was pretty thriving at the time. I was studying in London and 
out in the scene but this wasn't really part of the, yeah, this wasn't really saying that I had easy 
access to what really had been around so much. So saying it kind of like delayed, or displayed 
openly in public and so on was something which yeah left a mark on me. It kind of opened, 
opened my perspective a bit even if I myself was not really part of the, well like yeah, at this 
point, at this point in time, I don't know I didn't feel really part of the action, part of the 
excitement or so on. I was mostly just an observer. you know? and besides that like that was a 
specifically kind of LGBT related experience. But the main thing which really impressed me 
during this visit was sort of the crowd and I still got that even last night like moving through 
Brooklyn. The sense of the streets just being full of people and just being packed full of activity 
even even like late at night or whatever any time of day. That was saying which again in London 
you sort of the crowds are specifically like activity associated. So in the financial district there'll 
be lots of bankers walking around wearing their shirts looking important. In the tourist zones 
obviously have enormous crowds of people going to sites which no Londoner would ever really 
care about. But by contrast like in New York it really feels like there are you know, crowds of 
residents crowds of New Yorkers and so on. And I recall at one point in the village that was, 
yeah just this moment where I forget the exact street but that was just like just yet continuing 
continuing wave of people and the sense of sort of possibilities that opened up to me was 
something I've kind of recalled very vividly and something it was saying which was new, yeah. 
So like yeah as I said like the only time I really encountered that previously was Istanbul was 
like in Istanbul that's one part of the city where you can sort of see the yeah the more kind of 
historically extended extended zones the part that used to be Constantinople and then you can 
sort of stand on the Roman walls and turn the other way to see the city which is kind of arisen 
since like the 1970s. But yeah seeing that in 2009 was the only time I could previously 
remember sort of being truly kind of awe struck by the scale of a place. But yeah that was that 
was saying it happened during my first trip and I suppose it was really kind of underlined by 
visiting also visiting like Connecticut and Princeton and New Jersey during the same same trip 
because obviously these are pretty pretty tiny pretty focused locations Princeton's kind of like 
yeah. The Hogwarts of the East Coast. I don't know. It's it's like yeah. They don't really feel,  
they also have a, they also had very. They will so left a striking impression on me. But in a very 
different fashion and I think yeah that was that was kind of part of part of why the scale of the 
scale of New York City kind of hit me in such such a profound way I suppose. Yeah, So yeah.  
 
Griffith:  Well you've been back since.  
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Gleeson:  I have actually yeah. A few times. Yeah. So um, so strangely enough my it is weird 
because it feels like there was a longer period in between these two visits. But yeah. But yeah. 
So my second trip was actually towards towards the end of that year which is weird right. Like 
at the end of 2014 start of 2015, yeah. I came back in between Christmas and then left early 
2015. And by this point by this point I'd reached a very different stage in my life because as I 
said yeah previously I had kind of been left on I had been left sort of on the on the outside of 
things and quite an interesting way. But in the time that kind of elapsed and like the other nine 
months or so which kind of kind of went between these two two trips I was really determined 
like I had really decided I was going to have to change some things in my life in a significant 
way. So this was really this was really a turning point s,o I've used that phrase twice now. 
(laughter) 
 
Griffith:  That's okay.  
 
Gleeson: Yeah. So, so during this visit the big significance of it was that, well yeah, I was visiting 
you, to make that clear. So yeah, at this point at this point I was in yeah. We were in a 
relationship and I was attempting to sort of extricate myself from the closet while you were 
also doing the same thing. So we were on a kind of like a dual trajectory set of a set of self 
liberation. And at this point I would say the most important thing about getting to spend time 
in New York even though it was less than a week, come to think of it, was that this was sort of 
an opportunity for a tentative kind of like full time transition and like a lot of the activities a lot 
of the people we were meeting and so on and especially like the places we were visiting was 
sort of facilitating that. So this was sort of my first encounter of the New York City nightlife 
other than kind of wandering around the village in a bit of a daze. I said Ton previously the same 
year. So this is more of a kind of like immersive experience and yeah so. So I suppose like the 
significance of this in terms of, yeah. So I suppose the significance of this is that by the end of 
the year I had increasingly increasingly sort of abandoned my old persona increasingly 
abandoned male presentation in a social context. But yeah this this actually began sort of sort 
of towards the end of 2014 in New York City. So that sort of I suppose this is sort of my my 
strongest connections and some of my fondest memories of the place. Did you have a question?  
 
Griffith:  Yeah do you remember any of the particular places we went to?  
 
Gleeson: I do.. So we had visited we decided to visit. We decided to visit like I think pretty 
much as many as many gay places as we could get to. The most memorable is probably a place 
which I believe you told me the name is changed but at the time I think it was called Centaurs— 
 
Griffith:  It's called “Fairy Tales" 
 
Gleeson:  What?  
 
Griffith:  Fairy Tales.  
 
Gleeson:  Okay  
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Griffith: But yeah.  
 
Gleeson : Fairy tale I think I think I used to have another name though cause, cause— 
 
Griffith:  Anyway you can tell us about it, you can tell us about all those things.  
 
Gleeson: I recall thinking that centaurs had like an evocative an evocative aspect because it's 
a four legged creature, right?  
 
Griffith:  It has a centaur in it.  
 
Gleeson:  Oh right. Is that the logo ?  
 
Griffith: No, there's like a full on mannequin that is a centaur— 
 
Gleeson: Right.  
 
Griffith: —in the place.  
 
Gleeson: Okay. But in fact it's called fairytale.  
 
Griffith:  Yes.  
 
Gleeson: Right. Which is less evocative when you think about it. I suppose it's like a place of 
fantasies. So yeah we went to a bar which turned out to be like a go go dancing male strip club 
and it sounds very convincing—unconvincing now that I'm recounting it, that we want to well 
that this was the nature of the place before we arrived but I don't yeah I'm pretty sure I'm pretty 
sure we didn't have a clue until the action started. And that was very enjoyable although I can 
remember being frustrated that like primarily the physique and the overall aesthetic of these 
men was like very very kind of rugged and very kind of like buffed out. And that was only there 
was one kind of skinny Twinkie sort of set of dancer. Who wasn't quite sure what to make of 
our enthusiasm. So say yeah, that was that was one of the moment memorable locations but 
also we went to several kind of old standouts like Julius and a few sort of like edge case that 
have marginal bars which are like queer friendly queer-ish and so on especially in Brooklyn. 
There was one. There was one I'm forgetting the name of but it was nice. The black something? 
Anyway 
 
Griffith: I don't remember.  
 
Gleeson: Okay yeah well you found better places and some I guess. Yeah. So this was sort of 
this is sort of like a turning into a new year and like a new a new set of a new set of opportunity 
and a new context and I'm sure there are some details I'm forgetting here but that was the, that 
was the gist of— 
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Griffith: We did go to Stonewall in terms of oral history.  
 
Gleeson: We did go to Stonewall. Yeah. And yeah that was a bit underwhelming wasn't it? As 
it only seems to be.  
 
Griffith: Well maybe, maybe if you don't remember it that's fine.  
 
Gleeson: Okay.  
 
Griffith: But, but I remember it very strongly going there with you.  
 
Gleeson: Okay.  
 
Griffith: Because we got called out for being heterosexual.  
 
Gleeson: I thought that was at Julius. Okay. Yeah. So, that was at Stonewall. Okay, well that's 
very appropriate, isn't it? That's deeply, that's deeply, even more deeply satisfying than I than 
I remembered cause yeah, I remember that being at Julius. But yeah, we were. We were 
entering entering the place with your friend J So in retrospect I guess that was three trans 
people whether we all recognize that at the time. I don't know mixed stories but we, yeah. And 
we was, we were sassed by a rather sour faced gay gent who said like, "Oh yeah this is this is a 
gay bar," or whatever. Those are his exact words or things like, "Oh yeah this is a gay bar. This 
is a gay bar." He said it two times I think— 
 
Griffith: Let's not frustrate people.  
 
Gleeson: —to underline his point yeah. So he really he really had misjudged his audience. 
Misread we might say so. Yeah. That was very. That was very memorable. But as I recall as I 
recall like this some that I don't think I was male presenting at a single point during this during 
this some during this trip so I'm not sure what he thought was going on but yeah that was on 
and that was probably the only hostility and only negativity I actually encountered. It's 
obviously saying, obviously you remember then I mean, yeah. Anyone will remember episodes 
like that but mostly I remember people being quite charming and quite yeah. All of that so, so 
yeah that's a point of a point of fondness. And we stayed in and we stayed in on New Year's Eve 
like we saw a bit of the crush of times square at around 6 or 7 p.m. but that was about enough 
excitement all the fun all the fun that we needed. But I'm trying to think of other impressions I 
think that probably this trip as well although like personally I found it a very liberating thing or 
whatever I seem to recall that this was the first time that little like police domination of the 
city became very clear to me because I think it was this trip where they had like a bounty out 
on people attacking cops or stuff like that. And you think these are advanced by the police 
police union saying that like that they have a cash reward for anyone who had information 
about people attacking policemen and so on. So this was kind of like yeah I mean I'd never I'd 
never had like a blase or like a totally like starry eyed view of the place. But I think that kind of 
state aspect of it started to become apparent then in a way it hadn't been during my during my 
first visit when I was most impressed on another level. Yeah. Okay. So again so basically like so 
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what. What sort of elapsed between between that journey and sort of the rest of my 
engagement is as I said like I'd left I'd left London. I was moving between Dresden and Vienna 
for a while and it was in Vienna which I sort of first started to go full time I first started to 
present myself introduced myself with my current name, use she pronouns and wear —
whatever I want or whatever I wanted in a in a social context although kind of by the end of a 
year I was sort of outing myself professionally as well. So that like I wouldn't have to sort of live 
two existences out. And for me for me this is very helpful. Like it's always helpful to move to a 
new place it's always helpful to move into a new new context. I have to say that like just from 
the company I kept the friends I had back in London. We're not really going to realistically cause 
any difficulties to me and all very accepting that I think I lost any friends over transition. I can't 
really think of anyone who was, "That's it I'm done with you." Because even. Yeah because the 
exact point where my transition started is sort of a bit unclear to me. And I was definitely not 
presenting in such a way. Yeah I mean I mean I although like my kind of full time transition 
happened in 2015 this was clearly something which is in the works for a good while longer than 
that. So yeah I would say I'd say new locations and new cities and visits to new places. I was 
saying that facilitated at seeing that made it a lot easier and something. I wrote about. So yeah. 
So this piece by Nathaniel Dixon and I which we recently published with Basso includes this 
passage which is sort of informed by this where we say, "Meanwhile for many trans people 
emigration has a double face and uprooting and often a flight from unsafe circumstances but 
also a chance to move to a foreign land or unfamiliar city where no one knows your old name 
or face those who simultaneously cross both geographic and gender borders to begin life anew 
a doubly threatening to the right." And this is very much like a set of lines which is informed by 
my experiences there because I like migration definitely. It definitely throws up like challenges 
and demands to kind of have yourself recognised formally which you sort of have to encounter 
and kind of has to have to weather as best you can. But also like yeah just being surrounded by 
unfamiliar people can have like another another face to it like that it can also be a prospect and 
an opportunity. 
  
Griffith: Do you want to say any more on the New York topic about anything else about other 
their visits, other thoughts before we— 
 
Gleeson: Yeah, I had I had two more visits and maybe we can go through that. So yeah my third. 
My third time wasn't until until February 2017. So I visited Queens and said it went to rather 
fewer gay bars and not been previously but I still had a great time. And on. Yeah what can I say 
about this one. I guess I guess my third visit I was not only visiting kind of New York. New York 
City but this is sort of my my first encounter with New York State. I had a few visits to Long 
Island because I was visiting my then partner Melissa who was living in Queens but working in 
Long Island at Stony Brook. And yeah know how far this takes it takes you outside your oral 
history project that was the remnant of it but it was very interesting to me how like yeah 
encountering like Long Island was also very interesting. Yeah it was a very interesting 
experience and a very interesting thing and something which Alyssa told me previously was 
like working in New York State. It was a lot easier to kind of recognize like Trump's election as 
a likely possibility whereas like a lot of the American left was sort of taken off guard by it and 
were quite surprised when Hillary Clinton didn't win. So it was yeah it was very interesting just 
seeing that kind of like the they're very different like. Like the differences in lifestyle and 
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attitudes and all of this stuff to me was really immediately apparent just kind of visiting the 
face just kind of like I think it's kind of been more than three times. But like you know you're 
able to get a measure of the very very different way space is set out in the very different 
distances involved and getting from one place to another. I like the reliance on cars which of 
course you pretty much have to have plenty more outside the city and so on. And it was very it 
was very interesting how little distance in terms of miles covered kilometres covered to be 
European about it. It was very interesting how like. Yeah. These worlds are kind of living 
alongside each other. And again talking about like police domination of the city it kind of put a 
new angle on like the fact that so many NYPD officers are living outside of the city itself and 
then commuting in. I don't know. This was another piece to the puzzle. You know what I mean 
like if it gave me a new kind of appreciation of yeah the way the way like life and political 
domination and so on all plays out you know. So that was that was kind of my second trip 
although I have to say like I think a lot of queens I enjoyed Queens a lot. The gay bars were not 
maybe so impressive but like there was— 
 
Griffith: Do you know, do you remember which ones, which ones you went to? 
  
Gleeson: In Queens? No, sadly not. But we went to a like we went to like. We went to a bar 
which was playing like covers of songs from musicals and stuff because they didn't have the 
authorization and were afraid of getting shot down I guess. So they would play like weak covers 
of show trip show jeans that they had found on on YouTube and so on. So that was that was 
pretty underwhelming. Maybe it's maybe it's for the best. I don't remember the name of that 
one so I don't I don't keep anyone away from it. Maybe I'll be nice in the future but it was it was 
not it was not great. But but but nevertheless like. I enjoyed being there enjoyed spending time 
to this trip. We only did we we only actually stepped foot in Manhattan one time which I quite 
liked. We did I kind of like expedition into Trump Tower just to see see what was to be seen. 
And got a lot of dirty looks especially in the toilets. So yeah this was like that was interesting 
because Trump Tower was sort of exactly what I'd envisioned as an outsider especially the the 
staircases which are made out of like salmon pink marble the most kind of like nouveau riche 
touches like everything was like jilted or in salmon pink. Yeah. So I mean I've seen a lot of faux 
marble facades living in Vienna but this was yeah. This was another level. It was very impressive 
and yeah. So it was sort of a memorable memorable aspect. But yeah this trip was mostly mostly 
like Queens a bit of Brooklyn and on Long Island. Sadly I don't remember the name of the place 
we went to in Brooklyn although that was a lot of fun. Probably some people will recognize it 
when I say there was like a mural of how climate change is going to devastate the global south. 
That was the kind of nature of this place but it was it was that. But the music was mostly it was 
like a queer dance body. So yeah an interesting kind of like medley of hardline politics and like 
lovely queers getting down. Yeah. So that was pretty great. What else to say about this trip. 
Yeah. So this was this was what this was after I'd kind of decided I love the place and since it 
was in 2017 this was when like somehow yeah the whole trans stuff was not really for most of 
my mind. Like I guess it was in Trump Tower but by this stage things that kind of things that 
kind of settled a bit in that respect. And yeah it's just nice. And then I've had two this year. 
Right. And so I don't know if this will be lost on me. Yeah. So so yeah. So like I said my first trip 
this year was was under pretty sad circumstances. That was under some really really 
devastating ones in fact. So it was this thing I was visiting New England for my brother's funeral 
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this year. So it's sort of tied up with my first trip as well because I also got to see him back in 
2014. But yeah my brother passed away of cancer at age 47 at the start of this year and I got to 
spend some time in Manhattan before heading over to New England. And with this journey I 
mostly yeah I mostly remember there was like there was like a huge missed mismatch in the 
weather. For one thing like New England had completely snowed over those like a blizzard 
during my bust. But New York was in this kind of premature spring so again it was like it was 
almost as if the mismatch between the different places I was I was staying in had really been 
played up like emphasized by some pathetic fallacy like in real life. Yeah on this trip I guess I'll 
just focus on on you guys like this trip. This trip I was staying in Manhattan. So as I was saying 
earlier I like the first the first three three trips were actually state of New York State and three 
different boroughs. But this time I messed it up by staying in Brooklyn again. Back back in 
Flatbush back in Flatbush. So yeah. Yeah. So I was staying in Manhattan with a friend of mine 
called Nathan and I was staying and like our rent controlled rent controlled red brick like 
apartment block which apparently apparently I'm told by Nathan is the name for them is like 
retirement community of convenience. So I guess a parking lot was full of elderly women and 
they were so elderly that it was the gender ratio had gone completely towards towards women 
because their husbands had mostly passed away then and it was very striking. It was very 
striking because like so much so much of the stuff was like. Like all the doors were automated 
everything was clearly set up to facilitate having a building where 90 percent of the people are 
elderly and often very elderly. Yeah. Also it was in Chelsea it was like central Manhattan. So 
yeah it's becoming increasingly unusual to have people who are not part of the high 
bourgeoisie like able to afford living in Manhattan. I think the average income is like over one 
hundred thousand dollars right. So. So this was this was a strange it felt kind of like slightly out 
of time like out of it.I kind of had an odd feeling to being that yeah. So that was said it was said 
of this that trip and yeah it was nice. Like there's a nice place to be and I got a lot of support 
from the New Yorkers I know. Like I got to see a lot of familiar faces and I was pretty hopeful. I 
had a trying time.  
 
Griffith: Do you have any hopes or plans for this, this most recent trip to New York before 
switch switch gears a bit?  
 
Gleeson: Switch gears a bit... Well this time this time I'm back in back in Brooklyn. I'll be 
standing for a bit in Manhattan again. So yeah just these three bars for this trip. Yeah I mostly 
just want to just want to hang out with the wonderful wonderful queers I know in the city and 
yeah promote international communism. All that good stuff. Yeah I mean if if anyone if anyone 
listening lives in Staten Island or the Bronx then get in touch because I need to stay in those 
boroughs. I never I think I've met one person from Staten Island. Like ever. And she doesn't 
have family there anymore. So yeah I'm low on the Staten Island contacts. I gotta say I've got 
high hopes for the Bronx and it's nice to do the interview here. Obviously I represent my 
ambitions right. Okay. What. Right so shifting gears.  
 
Griffith: Well do you want to tell me about your your family and your early life?  
 
Gleeson: Yeah so I was. I was raised and I was raised in London. I grew up and in the west of 
London in Hammersmith which is not I was born in Hammersmith I said I've lived between 
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cheese and Shepherd's Bush which all kind of different West London neighborhoods and in 
some ways it was a very it was a very settled upbringing in terms of location in some ways like 
I was moving house a lot. My mum was doing what the Americans call house flipping so we 
were often we are often kind of leaving leaving actual buildings but sometimes even staying on 
the same street or like within the same neighborhood so there was a kind of strange mixture 
of continuity and like a churn of a churn of change in new locations and so on. When I was a 
small child. But yeah about my family I was I was from a large family and in twenty first century 
British times like it was one of four siblings I got two sisters and as I mentioned but I had an 
older and older brother who passed away earlier this year and yeah wanna get into this stuff. 
But do you have any more prompts.  
 
Griffith: Yeah I mean. One thing I remember you saying about your brother both earlier and 
knowing you and more recently since he's passed away is just how you're short of intellectual 
connection with him was quite important and that is something that I've heard you talk a lot 
about about your family.  
 
 
Gleeson: Yeah. So yeah my my family extra ordinarily academically accomplished and this 
generation it hasn't it hasn't. Yeah it's kind of like it's kind of like a new thing like my my mom 
was a teacher professionally she'd never completed like a full a full degree during my childhood. 
My dad was an engineer but like I believe I believe he was a very busy case and he was an 
engineer graduate. I can't recall if he was the first generation in his family but definitely like 
yeah. We were like a kind of aspirational aspirational sort of I guess you'd say aspirational 
middle class upbringing which like education was an enormous part of of course. With respect 
to my brother yes. So he he was an academic like he had moved to the United States for the 
purposes of work. Was in several different locations. And yeah he had kind of moved across the 
United States from from place to place that's kind of any academic record career generally 
requires like if it's going well it involves a lot of relocation. And yeah he did have a large 
influence on me in that respect I think. I think for a while I was actually sort of resistant towards 
the United States like I had a certain resentment towards it. And I felt this way about New York 
City as well. I felt like it was kind of like an overhyped aspect until I actually got to hear. Which 
is definitely like London a London specific anxiety. Yeah. So I left it kind of late in terms of 
visiting myself. But yeah realistically realistically moving to the United States is just a matter 
of course within the humanities in particular. And with. Yeah. For my brother and particularly 
for his field which was like an Italian studies like European departments and all kind of language 
Yeah language faculties have been completely gutted and eroded in the United Kingdom. So 
yeah. Realistically you sort of knew going across the Atlantic was a matter kind of of necessity 
and in times of like. Well at this point at this point I've got a little sister who's also who's also 
going through like a master's program. Currently. Yeah. So she's currently at Cambridge kind 
of completing an old English master's say like Yeah there's a lot of a lot of humanities kind of 
budding scholars in our generation. My older sister is also a lawyer. So like another kind of 
demanding whatever it's that it's in a similar similar kind of. Similar remit right. So. So this was 
this was. Yeah. This was saying which was sort of instilled instilled with us instilled in us as 
something which set up like yeah. The idea is that this kind of opens up more options like once 
you've got a strong education you can then decide what you want to do. Of course like this 
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often isn't really the case anymore like often like often for our generation. It's unclear what 
more options have been opened up. But yeah.  
 
Griffith: What about your schooling?  
 
Gleeson: So mostly my schooling I'd like a higher education level has been focused on has been 
focused on history. So I've been a historian pretty much consistently since I got to university. 
Prior to that I attended a Catholic high school which I think was pretty formative on me. And it 
was formative on me in several ways. I think I felt like that aspect of like going to war currently 
we're like in a Jesuit college that's kind of strangely appropriate to deal with this stuff here. The 
thing is about about like Catholic Catholic schooling and in my case it was quite like a right 
wing quite kind of like yeah definitely like part of this like aspirational mostly white sort of like 
migrant. Probably not proud of it kind of like Catholic upbringing is it sort of makes you sad it 
makes you have to be able to justify your positions like you have to be able to fight this stuff 
out often in quite a hostile context. But also I feel I feel like what this sort of gave me was a 
readiness to kind of actually grapple and engage with objectionable ideas and sort of 
understand them on their own terms. But but yeah I mean it in those kind of it in that kind of a 
context it's often about it. Also there are a lot of sort of you know there's a lot of valuable 
people there's a lot of people who are still investing in this thing invested in invested and 
participating in it and making some good out of that situation. But often they operate under 
very strange circumstances like for instance the  same man who first taught me kind of like 
Ethics Religious under like a religious studies kind of every minute and so on. I shan't name him 
but yeah he was he was running the the Amnesty International Club for instance to try and 
agitate for human rights and get kids involved in letter writing campaigns and so on supporting 
supporting kind of worthy causes and vulnerable causes and vulnerable people around the 
World up until the Catholic Church decided that the Amnesty International line on abortion 
was unacceptable and the top down they had an order that all of these cops had to because. So 
that was sort of the end of that at this school. So you know you have you have people in these 
in these difficult situations who are trying to make trying to make the best out of it. And I think 
that taught me a lot about not being kind of dismissive and not not. Yeah it taught me a lot 
about about how these organizations actually these organizations which I guess I'm primarily 
hostile towards and a primary hostile towards me how like there is a sort of level of human 
participation in them. But personally of course it was sort of I suppose it was quite a time of 
solitude. There were not so many people I could connect with although although yeah most 
like them like most of the most of the queers I got to know there actually ended up going to 
the same university as me. So strange how these things work out.  
 
Griffith: Can you tell us about that?  
 
Gleeson: Not entirely. My story to tell I guess but yeah I actually I got—I'm still in touch with. 
I'm still in touch with a few people a few people I've known I've known at high school and it's 
exclusively exclusively gay men but we've taken very different trajectories like I think you 
know. Anyway— 
 
Griffith: But some of them went to the same college as you?  
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Gleeson: Yeah. One of them did one of them was at the same college one of them is at the 
same university at a different college. And I'm not sure why that happened like I think I was 
just a current still coincidental thing.  
 
Griffith: Which one was it?  
 
 Gleeson: Jesus College Cambridge was was one of the kids from the able I was there and then 
another one was another one but one of the friends one of the Friends has done some writing 
on his own. So I guess it's fun stood by him. His name's Jack Balowley and he's been writing 
stuff both on his blog and I believe I believe he's picking some stuff for publication on this issue 
as well because while the way Jack's described there is a certain amount a certain kind of a 
certain kind of cultural ethos of this of this school which I guess I'll name as well like St. 
Benedict's in Ealing which has since been very thoroughly scandalized although I didn't really 
have anything to do with any of any of that stuff like myself thankfully so St. Benedict's in 
Ealing. Like on on a student level leaving aside the horrendous institutional corruption of the 
Benedict things of each language could be like its own podcast conversation on a level of like 
the student ethos the attitude of like the  Benny's boys as they were known. It's like Benny's 
boys and girls now because I fully coeducational all the way down the on the level the ethos 
Jack's description of it is sort of like Kroto of right. There was a lot of this comedic comedic sort 
of flirtation with fascism which at some point it became very unclear how ironic it was which I 
do think. I do think I do think he's correct in identifying it that way like and this is often how I 
think that's often especially in a British context. This is often how this stuff presents itself 
because it's such a large part of the patriotic and it's such a large part of even right nationalist 
discourse that your anti fascism that like the time we beat the Nazis is the best thing ever or 
whatever that you have to have this kind of shroud of irony for the far right to advance itself in 
a lot of contexts but they do that very adeptly they do that very very definitely and I think that 
I think that I got a chance to see some of that. I got a chance to see some of that at St. Benedict. 
There were a handful of like far right activists who were actually invoke that but mostly it was 
said at this point that was still the British National Party—the British National Party was still 
like an active force in British politics which it's it's not anymore and it hasn't been since around 
2010. So I think there was one kid in particular who was sort of wavering between being on the 
far right of UKIP and being a BNP activist. Yeah there was a lot of hostility towards migration. 
There was a lot of like reproduction of the war on terror narratives in particular like clash of 
civilizations Islam as the enemy. All the stuff that was kind of what was pre-eminent at that 
time. So like biologicals skin colour racism was present now and again. But that was less Yeah 
that was less prominent.  
 
Griffith: So what about you in activism? Like is that something that kicked off around this time?  
 
Gleeson: Yeah. So my activism my activism. Well I would say I would say my own kind of 
political development goes a bit further back. Like I've been committed to some kind of 
communist politics for a while. Like definitely prior to being a teenager like I was already pretty 
convinced by some shade of fall off politics although that's changed quite a great deal. Like I 
guess yeah I guess I in some ways I've had a pretty consistent political line since childhood. 
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Although various features have become more or less downplayed Yeah I was always a very 
precocious kind of overthinking sort of a child. I actually like to say that in some ways I've come 
down I've kind of mellowed with age so when I when I was younger I was I was especially 
interred. I suppose a political platform that could fairly be described as eco fascism like I 
wouldn't use that term towards it but I had quite a nihilistic attitude towards like the human 
population for instance unlike this idea of like other species being like endangered and like I 
was aware of like that you can log ecological calamity that was kind of going to confront us all. 
But yeah I think by that yeah I think over time I've kind of become less concerned with that 
although it's obviously still a crisis. We don't we don't have an entity. So yeah I've kind of calmed 
down. 
 
Griffith: Where were you, where do you think you were mostly sort of encountering or 
developing these ideas? Like how, how did that happen?  
 
Gleeson: How did—well yeah I guess I guess like. Yeah I guess I guess with yeah. With  like left 
wing politics in general or with. Yeah well I was obviously obviously as used as we've kind of 
already covered like I was in quite like an intellectually challenging household like I was in an 
environment where I could discuss ideas and things like with my two older siblings that I think 
it was from then that I first encountered the idea for instance that the Soviet Union was an 
attempt at Communism in the wrong location and stuff like that. So that was some aspect of it 
but also like. Also I think about like. Just trailing off now. Also I think it was just from like 
reading—it was like reading a lot of material and reading a lot of. Reading a lot of stuff.  
 
Griffith: What kind of stuff?  
 
Gleeson: Well for instance. Like France has ecological themes are pretty pretty pretty 
prevalent in all kinds of like science fiction like roleplaying games from the 90s and 2000s. 
Werewolf The Apocalypse for instance like there was a lot of material I guess that I had which 
instead of allowing me to develop to develop a piece set of ideas. But like even I suppose the 
matrix like has a scene where humanity is described as a virus or something which I remember 
roughly agreeing with the time even though this is a this isn't brand by the leading villain. I 
thought well you know Agent Smith has basically got stuff figured out when you think about 
it. So that was released in 1999. I don't know maybe I watched or two later but this was this. 
Again this is sort of at the stage where I started to calm down but like of course like in terms of 
in terms of activism I wasn't doing a lot as a child even though I suppose I actually had 
opportunities like there were children involved in the anti-war movement. So this was kind of 
like yeah this was quite a defining like the Iraq war was happening. What was clearly going to 
happen. By the time I was eleven years old and then was kind of in full swing by the time I was 
13 or so. So this was this was sort of a defining feature of my childhood was that the British 
establishment was sort of defined by. By its sort of agreement for various different reasons 
with the Iraq war being a great idea whereas the. Kind of. The British left some of it within the 
Labour Party and most of it sort of beyond it was opposed to that. So I guess that was. That was 
kind of like quite a defining feature. I'm just like war on terror narratives and so on being 
reproduced on both sides of the Atlantic and— 
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Griffith: So but like Werewolf The Apocalypse. That was something you were reading by 
yourself or was there some sort of community social involvement around some of these, this 
like, the ideas overlapping with maybe human interaction?  
 
Gleeson: Human interactions. Yeah. Well like I was. Yeah it's quite quite a nerdy child by quite 
quite geeky I used to like a lot like I was I was pretty a pretty heavy Internet user. That's fair to 
say. So I guess I was quite. I guess writing on the Internet something which I've been doing for 
a while. Like I had befriended some people by my late teens and was pretty into blogging for a 
time so that was around two thousand seven I guess. Yeah 2007 to 2009. So yeah, I guess from 
I guess even before that I'd been pretty pretty pretty into kind of developing ideas and 
befriending people on the Internet. And yeah I guess  the various kind of short lived Blogs I was 
involved with were a kind of chance for building these things around communities and so on. 
But I did. I didn't really get a chance visit of Yeah I suppose there were there were moments 
where this kind of manifested itself in kind of like face to face activism I think on I think at this 
point it was sort of like protests against the G8 pro Palestine activism and so on. These were 
the kind of things that you'd have opportunities to do in London by the late 2000s. Obviously 
the "Stop the War" demonstrations were still continuing but this this kind of like the war hadn't 
been stopped at that point so the people still involved in that were mostly you know they had 
a particular agenda and a particular group they wanted to promote and that had become kind 
of disconnected from disconnected from anything kind of meaningful a long time before so. So 
yeah. So sort of showing up to demonstrations of that nature kind of like events which are 
about a particular particular cause or a particular issue was what I was mostly into. And yeah I 
got like around 2008 to yeah. From 2008 onwards and so when I got involved in some anti 
Scientology protest thing which in retrospect is a pretty peculiar way to use my time about this 
was this is again another short lived thing that is projection ology. So this was one like yeah 
this was sort of like the internet for some reason and deciding to to target the Church of 
Scientology for I think it might still be at it I don't know. I'm not sure he's still involved in it. 
People kept doing this stuff for a long time but I think I was involved in it for maybe less than 
two years. It was like over a year I befriended various interesting people along the way who 
were also into this cause but protection Aldy was mostly sort of like a spilling over of Internet 
culture into into real life spaces mostly outside Scientology headquarters around the world. 
And yeah this is this was kind of a chance for me to sort of while at once sort of no doubt about 
a weird theological system and also kind of meet people who have a vague affinity in that sense. 
So yeah. Strangely enough that was one of that was I suppose that was my first regular chance 
to attend like political protests. Well the first one I decided to about myself anyway. And then 
what was next. Oh yeah I got like I guess from now on it was mostly yeah. So I was kind of yeah 
18 and this was sort of wrapping up and from now on I guess like the standard kind of student 
activism and so on was sort of what I got involved in although yeah. So student activism kind 
of student activism had two very different phases when I was at university for my 
undergraduate degrees and that was very much like the stuff prior to 2010 and then the stuff 
afterwards because in the United Kingdom like in the United Kingdom there was a huge kind 
of revitalised phase in student activism which mostly mostly began as a response to the 
increase of tuition fees which may be to an American audience might sound laughable but 
basically tuition fees were tripled from three thousand pounds a year to nine thousand pounds 
a year. This was like a cause of a lot of intense protesting but that kind of crowd and the thinking 
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which this development like resisting this development was unsuccessful like the fees that got 
hiked up that much the Yeah. The kind of the impact on political life in the United Kingdom was 
a lot more significant than maybe the exact cause. And again this is like a consistent thing with 
the British left like both the anti-war movement and the student movement. You'll notice that 
kind of the main actual strategic cause was a failure. But interesting stuff happened along the 
way.  
 
Griffith: Was there anything particularly interesting like for you personally along the way? You 
know, you— 
 
Gleeson: So yeah for sure on this kind of flight I guess the sort of bridges as this kind of brings 
us bring this back out of the store in terms of the timeline. So. So yea like between like 20-2010 
to 2013 I was increasingly involved in the student movement unlike a huge aspect of what was 
going on was what in Britain and kind of seemed like a new development. But I'm aware in the 
United States was not and that was kind of intersectional feminism and this new kind of 
revitalization of discussions around gender and like gender and race becoming something you 
talked about simultaneously. And most strikingly for me that kind of inclusion of perspectives 
which previously well that kind of the leadership as I guess how I put it like the leadership of 
sex workers trans people black women and so on becoming much more prominent within 
British feminism which for me personally kind of brought me into dialogue with a lot of a much 
more interesting selection of people. It allowed for kind of a lot of personal realizations to 
happen. And obviously it's difficult to say whether like obviously the appeal to me and getting 
involved in this is that I had my own my own kind of struggle and my own sort of proper 
deliberation which was being led to by this stuff. So that was that was why I was getting into 
it. But also I feel like it was definitely a context which fostered these kinds of not only like 
explorations of gender but also celebrations of queerness. I guess that's that's what that's— 
 
Griffith: How did you think about yourself?  
 
Gleeson: So at this time at this time I said I tried to avoid thinking about myself I guess at this 
time or is finding out a lot easier to think about things in very kind of like overall intellectualized 
terms. I did I sort of began. I began exploring my femininity in spaces which were very 
welcoming to that. So I would attend queer. Like Disco nights pop night stuff like that. I was 
showing up at a venue called the House of Bragg which was a queer squat which was 
manifesting in various different places that had roughly the same crew but they kept on getting 
closed down by the police due to some new squatting laws. So this is sort of like the last gasp 
of the London squatting scene such as it was before things became increasingly difficult. Well 
as things became increasingly difficult and that was definitely like that was definitely like a 
space where you could just try out whenever there was a free shop with all kinds of different 
fabulous attire and just like just like a kind of kind of community audience I guess is the best 
way I can put it. And I found a few different spaces. That was the most significant I found a few 
different spaces where I could explore what I would like to kind of come to think about as my 
womanhood. At that time I was just trying to be a queer I guess. Yeah so. So like as I say like I I 
didn't I really have terms for myself. I didn't really have language for what it was. Other than 
Yeah it's kind of overloaded white queer. And I suppose that it's difficult for me to tell it's 
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difficult for me to tell how things would have gone if I hadn't left the country because of course 
like like you're sort of there's a sort of extent to which you can have an extent to which you can 
play around and like have low stakes exploration of this stuff when you're in a familiar 
metropolitan area that just kind of immediately vanishes when you're dealing with migration 
when you're having to account for yourself like introduce yourself and so on in a kind of 
welcoming context. So yeah it's kind of hard for me to know. It's hard for me to know how things 
would have continued in the hypothetical I I'd stayed in London. But yeah so that. Yeah, like 
for a while I was able to. For a while I was able to like. Yeah. For instance like I guess that were 
there were like weeks where I was like wearing skirts and other attire like that half of the week. 
And then other half wearing like suits and surprisingly like formal formal male attire. Right. 
And there was even a phase I got really into Latin masses. I like some. Even though I was an 
atheist I would you know wear male attire. Like. Some days of the week you can go to that and 
then. Like Scots and go to spots and queer pop nights and stuff. Other times it was like a highly 
dissonant phase of my life. The early 2000s but sort of beautiful in its way. So yeah.  
 
Griffith: Did you get any kind of like pushback on that particular mode of exploration in that 
period?  
 
Gleeson: Yeah. So pushback is an interesting thing. You just I discovered very quickly that 
there's lots of men on the streets of London who don't know the difference between a skirt and 
a dress because every time every time I got street harassment they'd get it wrong. It was 
remarkable. But yeah. You've got street harassment you've got stuff like that often. Often I 
would say actually that London is a city where people are kind of too busy to attack you. A lot 
of the time everyone sort of got their own everyone’s in their own space. A lot of the time a lot 
of people are sort of too preoccupied to really go out gay bashing and I don't know that's that's 
kind of how it seems a bit of the time but of course it wasn't entirely safe like. Yeah I actually 
remember one weird encounter where it was very ambiguous. This is in Camden. This is in 
North London and there was some. That was like a pair of drunken guys and one of them is 
really, really like pushing himself on a lady who is clearly very resistant and just trying to like 
wait for her bus. And I said as I said I've confronted them and I said clearly she doesn't she's not 
appreciate whatever it is you're trying to do. And this guy kind of like this this guy was sort of 
like squaring up to me and was just like you know prepared to defend his right to slobber and 
grope some some random woman and then his friend was just like oh he's wearing a scarf. I 
think it was his exact words. So kind of like fell about fell about laughing and kind of the guy 
backed away. So I guess in that kind of occasion it actually prevented me from getting the 
repercussions. They did leave the woman alone. That was nice. So yeah in terms of a pushback 
again like again it was kind of easy. It was easy on me because of the company I was keeping 
anyway like I don't think I would really have befriended people who I think a lot of people didn't 
really know what to make of it. You know what I mean because I wasn't giving a clear answer 
for myself. I wasn't giving an explicit account of myself. In fact I was kind of pointedly refusing 
to do that. So. Yeah. So yeah, I suppose it was kind of disconcerting for more people and if I had 
just had a clear answer I just said please use these pronouns. Please use this name. Please do 
this and that I think some people would have found it easier just to follow instructions. But 
nevertheless. Yeah I didn't I didn't encounter so much hostility from my social circles. Yeah.  
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Griffith: Okay. Do you want to take a break and then we start in a little bit because we've been 
at this for— 
 
Gleeson: A while  
 
Griffith: —quite a bit of time. Yeah— 
 
Gleeson: Yeah let's do that 
 
Griffith: OK. We're back. So yeah I guess I was a little interested in hearing more about your 
more about this question of your communities in this period of still being in Undergrad both 
kind of your queer community and then also political community and I wonder if we could just 
pick up there.  
 
Gleeson: Yeah. So. Yeah a lot of this started actually during my my graduate studies. So I did 
two years a two year masters at King's College London. So I was  living back in my hometown. 
And in terms of communities I think I think an interesting and interesting thing about an 
interesting thing about the crowd I was keeping like I was saying this kind of intersectional 
intersectional feminist queer radical whatever these kind of crowds is there was already like 
there was already this. Sense of history associated with it I suppose because it was like in Britain 
was this rain. There was this kind of newly flourishing thing which a lot of the existing feminist 
themes didn't really know what to do. But there was always a sense that it drew from something 
something more extended. But it's interesting how like in the UK a lot of a lot of it was kind of 
borrowed a lot of it was borrowed from the United States. And I guess this is why New York 
kind of looms in it pretty prominently. Like this idea of like Stonewall. Stonewall is like a 
complex led by trans women of color. Like all of these kind of talking points which should be 
familiar to like an American queer leftist also being freely kind of deployed in in the UK. Also 
like documentaries like documentaries covering Act Up and so on like it was only last year that 
was like the documentary about Act Up in France and by before that Act Up was seen as this 
kind of American American phenomenon and like you get to know a lot about the history of 
yeah most things you know not so much about San Francisco like like a lot of the history the 
history is kind of queer struggle in the United States was saying which was kind of talked about 
a lot. And it's kind of considered quite a lot in the United Kingdom. So this was. Yeah that was 
one of the things about it. And in terms of. Yea… Anyway, I lost the thread there, so— 
 
Griffith:  Community.  
 
Gleeson: Yeah.  
 
Griffith: Yeah. Like, significant relationships, development of ideas, development of your 
sense of self, any of those things.  
 
Gleeson: Right. So yeah. So that was sort of what what I had at this point in time. But I guess 
one of the two things that kind of developed developed in quick succession after I left the U.K. 
like it was only. Yeah it was only in the mid kind of 2010s. It was only in my mid 20s that like 
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yeah simultaneously I kind of came to a lot of clarity about just being able to offer an account 
for myself and just say like like I'm a woman I'm transgender and so on. But along with that sort 
of being clarified I guess was also like. Yeah. Well so like I was kind of coming to terms with the 
fact that I'm intersex and encountering other intersex people which began again like 2015. So 
it's sort of along the same window of time that I started to kind of come into contact with other 
people from that like shared experience and meet them kind of face to face. So in terms of 
communities that was also quite like a big breakthrough for me.  
 
Griffith:Can you say more about that?  
 
Gleeson: Sure. So with intersex stuff I was actually pretty fortunate because a lot of the like 
the first ever international conference was taking place in Vienna actually in the town hall. So 
like I had a pretty rich selection of opportunities for kind of networking with other intersex 
people from around the world both kind of like an event and then kind of later on from that. 
And for me this was quite quite a significant breakthrough because like I said I was I was like 
pretty pretty well-read on everything to do with gender, pretty fixated with political struggles 
in general also like I was aware of what an intersex person was like I was aware of that kind of 
plight of the way people systematically mistreated by the medical establishment and so on. But 
I had not kind of I had not sort of come to terms with that being a time which described my 
own experiences until pretty well into my adulthood right. So. So for me like actually getting 
to meet a roomful of other people was sort of quite a breakthrough. I knew that was at the 
news conference in 2015. Kind of towards the end of 2015 I forget the exact moment. But yeah 
but for me like as soon as I had that experience as soon as I was like around people who had 
basically shared my own trajectory in some way even if we'd gone through it very differently. 
That was sort of a very clarifying moment for me.  
 
Griffith: How would you describe your own trajectory?  
 
Gleeson: So, so like being intersex is interesting because so many people—It's an interesting 
one because so many people are not aware that they even have one of these variations. And 
like many people will go through their entire lives without describing it in these terms and 
personally I can see how like that that would have been possible for me to do you know what I 
mean? Like it would have been possible for me to not come to this realization. But like yeah 
like. Yeah. So basically in my case in my case like I'm on I'm actually still unclear as to the exact 
like whatever the exact flavor of intersex I am the exact variation I have but the gist of it is like 
my body was never really producing enough sex hormones for either of the kind of normative 
hormonal profiles. So I wasn't producing enough testosterone or estrogen when I was in my 
early 20s. So the upshot of this was kind of mixed like this aspect of it which I'm quite happy 
about and quite pleased with and would probably be you know this stuff which was no problem. 
And then there was also medical health issues especially around bone density. So I had very 
narrow bones because you need one sex hormone or the other for that. So basically the proteins 
you digest to turn into bone material. Long story short you can't you can't do that without 
without sex hormones. So I was sort of I guess a lot more endangered that I realized I had like 
a pretty nasty accident when I was 20 which was purely about my joints like I had a severe 
elbow breakage which was kind of so bad it was sort of shocking the medical team who were 
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treating me so like I've got like 14 screws, a plate, and also a wire. So I've got basically everything 
you can have holding one of my arms together. But it still took like several years even after that 
kind of piece things together. That's the wrong metaphor, isn't it? To piece things together in 
the conceptual sense. But like that is the downside of it like I guess there's are the downsides 
of doing more of an issue for other people like I'm probably infertile but like I wasn't really 
going to be it wasn't really going to be fathering loads of kids anyway so I guess that's less of 
an issue. But you know that's sort of like there's negative aspects of it. But also I suppose one 
of the interesting things about being intersex. What like even the upside has a downside. I 
guess that's what I'd say like I never I never really I never really had this sense that my body 
was just like completely wrong that I was like encased in the wrong type of flesh prison like 
that was my perspective. I always had a more tangled and more complex perspective of that 
and I guess I always did feel a distance from many of the narratives I would encounter. Like 
yeah many they encountered not many the narratives I was encountering from other trans 
people didn't really seem to describe my own experiences like they weren't a fit for what I was 
encountering and that had everything to do with being intersex. So like I wasn't you know I 
wasn't masculine rising during my puberty in a conventional way like all feminizing and so like 
when it came to considering when it came to considering like hormone replacement therapy 
for instance like clearly some kind of hormone replacement therapy for me was a necessity 
unless I wanted to walk around with ever narrowing bones encountering more and more 
debilitating injuries which obviously is not really not really a sensible option or at least I didn't 
think of it that way. So like HRT was a necessity but also like there was less stuff to reverse that 
life that was less kind of there was more it could do for me in some respects. And that was more 
like yeah, that was there was there was a need for me to get on some kind of hormone 
replacement therapy that was kind of like the decision was sort of already made but once I 
discovered that I had this variation right. Yeah so, I guess the way I'd describe it is like 
simultaneously it was sort of like an advantage from like a trans perspective but also there was 
this kind of distancing aspect which was like it wasn't until I encountered other people who had 
sort of who had sort of encountered. Well obviously yeah intersex experiences are really varied 
as well and extremely diverse and people go through really different like life experiences along 
these these lines. Even so like yeah even so encountering that diversity and I felt I found more 
kind of commonality and in that that allowed me to kind of make sense of being transgender 
in any way right.  
 
Griffith: Yeah I mean, I guess that's something I'm a little bit unclear on the timeline I guess 
for you is that the necessity of HRT, is that something that you found out before starting 
hormones or is that something you found out in the course of doing so or afterwards or what?  
 
Gleeson: OK so in Austria, like in Austria, it's relatively easy to get on hormone replacement 
therapy as long as you have as long as you can find like some reliable. Therapists because you 
need several different you need people wearing several different hats in terms of psychological 
stuff to get on it. So like yeah,  in terms of getting onto hormone replacement therapy like it 
was at the same time I was sort of getting that ball rolling like getting into the process of 
walking that out that I had like the bone scans the like blood checking and so on. So that was 
happening through a clinic called like the trends in clinic at the kind of general hospital in 
Vienna which is kind of like be main place for trans people. I think like in Austria as well as only 
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a few other places. That's not a big country. So like a lot of people will travel into Vienna for 
that purpose. So yeah. So it was when I was going through like so. So we did the original blood 
tests. The bone density again I only really found out that as well like. Yeah during the NHS stuff 
they didn't really they didn't really say I had anything to worry about. But maybe that's just how 
the NHS operates in Britain like it tries to fix the problem clinically and then doesn't look at the 
bigger picture. A lot of the time. So yeah I didn't really have any inkling. I mean I didn't I didn't 
really have any confirmation about an issue until yeah until like the start of 2016. That was when 
I got this information kind of confirmed. But even in late 2015 I think there was enough evidence 
racking up that I could attend one of these events and feel comfortable there or whatever. Like 
yeah. So. So yeah the the period between attending intersex stuff and getting this actually 
confirmed was like a few months around like late 2015 early 2016. Yeah. Is that clear? Is that— 
 
Griffith: Yeah I just think. I mean, I don't mean to give you my— 
 
Gleeson: Sure well yeah it seemed it had been a strong suspicion throughout 2015. Like and I 
think a bit before as well. Like it had been it had been thinking on my mind and it had been 
something which I like it it seemed probably on a balance likely but. But yeah that kind of 
urgency of it became like this. So  basically when I was yeah in early 2016 what I was actually 
diagnosed with was like osteopenia that's what I had. Right. So osteopenia is like the stage 
before osteoporosis but in my case it was like right before. That's what it's called a “T scale”. So 
T scale is like the average bone density of a 30 year old cis woman. Interestingly that's used for 
both men and women but yeah. So, that on the T score osteoporosis starts a T-minus 2.5. So 
when the bones of that far below. The average size woman it's like two point five and I was on 
two point three. So I was like super—I was like an edge case so. So yeah that's not not great 
going for a 26 year old. So I was in quite a bit of trouble.But like yeah. After beginning HRT 
that's kind of. That. Seems to have. Sorted out come back into the healthy zone which is great.  
 
Griffith: Was that like a surprise or was that something that sort of like crossed your mind at 
various points?  
 
Gleeson : I didn't think it would be that bad like, I didn't think I was in that much trouble. But 
like, yeah, so. So obviously. Like obviously. Obviously like. That I don't think that would have 
been the extent of it. I think probably I would have had other negative ramifications like in 
terms of mood levels mental health and all that stuff I would have seen like prolonged 
deprivation of sex hormones but it also caused other problems along those lines. And definitely 
definitely once I began HRT that was sort of a transformative thing in that respect I felt able 
to—I don't know, it felt like, I guess what happened after I after I began HRT it's like I was able 
to sort of identify feelings instead of just sit with them in any way for a while which was nice 
and yeah it was a—nice is maybe an understatement. But that's that's like yeah that's like the 
British approach to emotions. It was, it was— 
 
Griffith: Match my dysphoria with my culture.  
 
Gleeson: Dysphoria Is not so nice. HRT is nice. Yeah that's my eloquent summary of things for 
sure sure. Oh yeah. It was transformative on that level. And, yeah I mean it yeah it's just. 
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Obviously people often say this way often. People often say like HRT was totally transformative 
they felt like I'd like. Yeah they felt like it was. Like they feel like a new person and they feel 
totally reinvigorated all this stuff. But on my level it was also like resolving a major health crisis 
that was causing me to physically disintegrate but dramatically. Yeah, yeah. Well. What about, 
we talked—you talked a little bit before about being like an internet user or internet person 
and that being something that was important in your childhood, in your teenage years. And I 
guess I just want to ask is there anything else that you want to say about that in terms of the 
later part of, the latter part of your life? Yeah I could say a great deal! So yeah I've met I've met 
a lot of I've met a lot of the people close to me in my life through the Internet and through like, 
like minded communities online. It's something which has been and is very important to me. 
And I suppose what always appealed to me about Internet communications is saying which is 
very tied up with my politics which is just like. Strangely I feel like this isn't an association 
people have with the Internet and politics anymore. I think these days like Internet politics is 
associated with like far right extremists and so on a lot more easily than it used to be because 
I definitely recall a time when there was this sort of. You know libertarian notion that like the 
Internet is going to break down national boundaries and whatever and that is kind of what I 
found like I was not like chatting to British people all day and I was chatting to like an Australian 
in one window and like several Americans and sometimes even syncing up my time zones with 
other unwise places and you know places in ways that were unhealthy shit like that like I was 
always communicating with people around the world as a teenager and still today. That is 
saying which I've kind of held true to I guess and it's saying which I just find so much more 
compelling like being able to have conversations with people who live in very different contexts 
and in very different. Circumstances and. And yeah that's something which I think I'll always 
do and saying which I always have found very compelling. But like of late I guess I suppose I'm 
sort of like I've been. I guess lately Yeah lately I've been. I suppose trying to kind of foster 
communities which achieve what I want to do. That's I guess how I would describe my internet 
internet usage over the last few years like I've been trying to kind of promote spaces that will 
really achieve discussions and achieve connections between people and achieve the right kind 
of ethos in terms of what people are discussing. I'm trying to kind of like elevate elevate online 
discussion which can feel like some impossible struggle or all of the time but I feel like I feel 
like that's been going pretty well and a lot of this does have to do with gender. So like about 
bringing gender and trans perspectives and stuff into places they wouldn't normally get heard, 
right? So yeah  
 
Griffith: Yeah, like for example what?  
 
Gleeson: Sorry am I being vague? Very vague. Yeah like I like I enjoy doing like communist 
discussion with loads of trans people. That's the short answer. And that's kind of kind of why 
I'm in New York this time as well. I run an internet community called leftovers and we've 
decided to like show up for the second time at a Marxist conference and do panels which are 
about weird queer things and see if we can have some enjoyable dialogues and. Enjoy ourselves. 
So yeah. That's another way of putting it.  
 
Griffith: Yeah.  
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Gleeson: But, but I think yeah. Yeah yeah. I think like, I think like there's still, there's still hope 
for those things but still, it's still it's it's an enjoyable, flourishing thing at the moment I feel. 
Yeah.  
 
Griffith: What about when—you talked a little bit before about sort of your  job, part of your 
intellectual life as being maybe a bit of a barrier in terms of gender— 
 
Gleeson: Yeah.  
 
Griffith: —Gender development or something but I guess I'm curious about how that aspect 
of your life kind of relates to some of the other aspects we've talked about in terms of politics, 
in terms of Internet, in terms of activism.  
 
Gleeson: Yeah. Sure. Well places are a funny one because I think ultimately my workplaces did 
not cause me as many problems as I imagined that they would do. And maybe this is an 
experience other trans people can relate to where it was mostly the fear of a potential reaction 
and the paranoia the suspicion that like this was an impossible situation. That was something I 
dealt with for a good while. And I think I think especially with especially with academia which 
is sort of what. What I'm mostly involved in and what my career is mostly about. There is this 
sense that a lot of stuff is to do with sort of quite subjective judgments and evaluations and 
just people's sense of things people's kind of intuition about about the stuff they're interacting 
with in academia. So of course like it it can be really difficult to imagine being taken seriously 
and being seen as a respectable authority. Which is a huge deal in academia. When you're 
presenting yourself in a way that people find unusual you like if you're in a yeah if you're in an 
environment which is like a conservative seeming environment then it can seem like if you 
going to completely buck that and be completely freakish in your appearance as many trans 
people worry they will be. You know it can seem like that's difficult but in the event I didn't 
actually encounter encounter anything but kind of like support from the two bosses I had. And. 
Yeah that's the kind of aspect that I didn't I didn't really encounter so much difficulty in. But in 
terms of how it all all kinds of how it all kind of connects that's like another thing. So yeah let's 
say like I'm  a queer theorist I do like gender theory and there is a there is a sense in which these 
are kind of things which are not always taken seriously or seem to be reputable things like in 
academia or large. So as I was kind of more vaguely getting into before this does require a kind 
of like this requires you to sort of seek out other like minded scholars other like minded 
networks and to kind of involve yourselves in these things like kind of actively like you sort of 
have to stitch stuff together quite a bit more if you're interested in doing scholarship this way 
and doing this kind of research. Yeah so so that is kind of that is kind of like the activity which 
I feel like. I feel like if I was more methodologically mainstream and conservative it probably 
wouldn't be a struggle like my relationship with. Transition and stuff would probably be not not 
such a big deal but for me the two things are very much kind of wrapped up like I said of refuse 
to transition and not think about it. Rigorously you know what I mean. Like for me it's not for 
me I don't feel like this is just a personal. A personal aspect of myself some some individual 
problem which I'm kind of trying to sort out. I feel like this actually is something which connects 
to all sorts of different things and all sorts of unlikely places. So my personal struggle then is 
finding other people who share that share that view and share that sense and many of them I 
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should say are not trans people. Like many of the people I've thought with are cisgendered 
sometimes even cisgender heterosexuals or even cisgendered heterosexual white men if you 
can believe it only one or two. But but there have been one or two so. So it really it. Yeah it for 
me like queer theory and gender irritation and gender history. Those are all things which I 
committed to like along alongside and interconnecting with my transition and I feel very very 
much committed to that and passionately committed to it. But those are Yeah it's kind of like I 
guess that means that as a trans person those are additional struggles as well. Right.  
 
Griffith: How do you think like the internet communities that you're involved in have sort of 
changed over time? And I guess maybe specifically the, the trans and queer ones, but not 
exclusively.  
 
Gleeson: Right. So OK Internet communities Yeah I kind of like mocked them. It feels like over 
the last three years just like loads of us all of a sudden but it's not it's not so sudden, right. It's 
like I feel like I feel like there there always been like a lot of queer people all trans people 
involved in discussing and discussing communism or whatever line. But I feel like it's now iat 
the stage where we've really like facilitated people sort of outing themselves and people 
involving themselves in this and this and this kind of stuff. It has yeah it's become it's become 
a much much more expected and much more kind of like a lot fewer barriers but also I feel like 
this was just saying that happened. This is saying we just kind of happened with time in a sense 
because it is about people just coming to that. Maybe you can ask me another question. I feel 
it there's some point I'm trying to hook out here which I haven't quite got to you.  
 
Griffith: Well yeah. So I mean you're saying one thing that's different it's just that the 
development is progressed there's more trans people online but I guess how  did that happen 
that you observed or like what, what kinds of changes has that produced in your observations?  
 
Gleeson: Right. Oh, in my own experience. Yeah. I suppose I suppose the thing which I'm 
speaking as someone who's encountered both like trans and intersex communities and while 
those are two overlapping communities which both use the Internet. The one hing which is 
most striking is how features which people take to be like totally freak and unique and their 
own personal burden and so on. Like when you have a large enough mass of trans or intersex 
people I would say who are discussing  these things you realize that stuff which seemed totally 
freakish and alienating and isolating in fact like is a matter of cliché like it's a matter of it's some 
a totally it's saying you can put in a narrative especially on— 
 
Griffith: Like what's an example of that?  
 
Gleeson: Of it appearing in a narrative?  
 
Griffith: No, of like a cliché.  
 
Gleeson: Oh well like oh well I would with with— 
 
Griffith: Like has that ever happened to you that was some specific thing that felt very 
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particular and then all of a sudden you realized this is an internet cliché?  
 
Gleeson: With an internet cliché? Yeah I've done that many times. Yeah. Sure. Like none 
coming up. You can probably think of a dozen examples.  
 
Griffith: I don't know any.  
 
Gleeson: Right. Okay. Well I guess. Anyway. Well the most ridiculous trans women \related 
one is that old trans woman and into anime. This is even saying that the therapist who I was 
processing asked me is like it was like I last question you're doing with these questions and she 
was, "Like oh yeah this one isn't important, but I was just curious. Did you like anime as a child?" 
She was like, "Oh I've just noticed all trans women seem to like anime." I was like, "You're the 
only person who's noticed that." But for me it was manga. I was actually just reading all kinds 
of comments and manga was one of them. So I like to feel I don't completely fit into that cliché 
even though I totally do like yeah I mean there's... Yeah there's like a lot of them.  
 
Griffith: Well— 
 
Gleeson: Sure well other ones was I always like I always supported the villains in horror films 
like I always cheered on the monsters or whatever I know but yeah that's a very commonplace 
one. I always felt. Well of course. And what re-watching Disney films obviously all of the villains 
are kind of coded as these like effeminate effeminate like you know very very female sort of 
female males. Right. So of course like of course  there's an aspect about that kind of sense as 
well as like a connection with kind of the monstrous or something which doesn't exist norms 
and kind of can only exist to destroy them and rampage through them. You know like what. 
That's like a basis of it. And when when you consider it obviously that makes perfect sense. But 
was maybe that unusual or it felt unusual when I was younger. By the time I would have said 
that the villains are more interesting and have a clear agenda. They have to have clever 
elaborate plots which you know boys get fooled and stupid foiled and in stupid ways.  
 
Griffith: So maybe we can we can close out this session and this doesn't initially mean the end, 
but you know the close for this particular session. But do you want to tell us a little bit about 
kind of yeah like  what, how would you consider how would you describe your identity in 
whatever way you want to take that question and what aspects of that do you think are the 
most important to you?  
 
Gleeson:  
Yeah. So some my identity. My identity and which bits are important to me. Yea, identification 
is an interesting one because I do just like I identify to identify as a woman and that's, kind of 
that bit of it is quite simple  like I. Yeah I guess I would describe myself that way in terms of in 
terms of like gender. More provocatively I've kind of describe myself as like a binary 
hermaphrodite. Quite a lot of the time which I feel I feel quite comfortable with because I. Yeah 
those are both things which are true about me I feel pretty solidly secure in describing myself 
as a woman. I wouldn't. I don't really feel much affinity with saying I'm like non binary or I'm 
existing whatever I am between on some level. But yeah sure like I have a hermaphrodite tic 
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aspect to me to me like I've got features or other features of which people would associate with 
various different things. And like that's that's cool. Like I'm pretty sure with that I don't even 
really. Yeah I feel that's that's a fair description. I'm a bisexual that's one which I think is very 
important to me. I feel like actually being a bisexual, this is the real point to fixity and like 
certainty. There was only like maybe less than a month I was thinking I would have a ditch using 
the term and just call myself queer but thankfully I had a friend who was a linguist who 
discouraged me. But yeah I've always called myself—She's like, "That's not how language 
works," and that's true. So yeah, I've always called myself like a bisexual. And yeah I'm not just 
that kind of feels very kind of sound and solid for me. And more recently Yeah I learned more 
about the times history. I'm like yeah bisexual previously has meant other things and previously 
it meant more like yeah, previously bisexual bisexual and hermaphrodite kind of 
interchangeable terms and that just makes me even more fond of it. You know what I mean. I 
am a bisexual in several senses could say so yeah. But that is saying which I think is meaningful 
to me. But yeah beyond that, it gets a bit hazy. Like I'm definitely culturally a Catholic. I had a 
Catholic upbringing although I know pretty much entirely atheistic but I would say Catholicism 
in particular my British Catholicism means quite a bit to me in terms of my upbringing. I don't 
really identify with being British to be honest although other people might identify me that 
way I feel. Yeah I grew up in Britain but like you know, I had  parents. Well yeah, I got well 
basically I guess these days having a father who is born in Ireland is quite significant because 
that's going to keep me in the European Union. But my mom was from New Zealand so 
effectively we would like yeah I guess I was like a white migrant in that sense second generation 
a white ethnic Irish migrant. But in London context that just counts as a white person right. 
Like I didn't have a name. People were going to make fun of me or anything like that. So like 
yeah, so set. So yeah, my Britishness. Not really like I feel a lot more like a Londoner. I have a 
strong sense of association with that. I didn't really enjoy leaving London. When I get back to 
the UK I still really don't. So like yeah, the rest of England, Scotland, Scotland's nice. I don't 
know. There's a few places in England I like which aren't London but there's not many of them. 
So yeah. But identities. I could go on for a while I guess. Yeah like very much a communist. 
Yeah. Well what other stuff is there? I don't even know. I've lost track of the identities. I guess 
those are all the important ones. Like a communist from London who's a bisexual. Just just say 
that that's a that's a sentence.  
 
Griffith: Okay. Is there anything that you want to add or ask or close out this particular session?  
 
Gleeson: Just give me a moment. Yeah. I guess I would just like. Yeah, just like to close out this 
session by like,  I don't know, I guess I can sing the praises of New York City at least as a visitor. 
I know it's a very difficult place to live but yeah, my experiences have been very very 
transformative. I've had a lot of kind of contact with people from different contacts and from 
different places they've kind of wound up here and people who've made some really really 
glorious spaces for celebrating all kinds of unlikely unlikely perversions and lifestyle choices 
and ethical experiments—What?  
 
Griffith: You mean communism, right? 
 
Gleeson : Oh, we're on the way. Eventually. Can't wait.  
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Griffith: Okay, well thank you for now.  
 
Gleeson:  Thanks a lot.  


